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a b s t r a c t

Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) are good candidates for solid-state dampers appropriate for the oscillations
of bridge stay cables because of their large recoverable strain, hysteresis and reasonable fatigue-life. This
work experimentally analyzes the relevant properties of NiTi SMA and conducts facility measurements,
frequency analyzes and simulations of the effects of SMA on stay cables. Appropriate phenomenological
SMA models were developed and included in a Finite Element (FE) simulation environment. A complete
damping solution for bridge stay cables was developed from these experimental analyzes. This paper
detail the required properties for a NiTi SMA and analyzes their performance. For instance, the fatigue-
life and several of the thermo-mechanical effects influencing the application of NiTi SMAs are outlined.
The damping effect of the SMA was studied in two facilities. The first series of measurements was
performed using cable 1 of the ELSA facility (JRC-EU, Ispra, Italy). The second was completed in two cam-
paigns at IFSTTAR (Bouguenais, near Nantes in France). The numeric analyzes and simulated results were
completely coherent with these experiments: the SMA dampers also drastically reduce the maximum
oscillation amplitude induced by the simulated action. The frequency evolution of the damped cable
was studied using direct calculations on the signals, the windowed Fourier transform and Morlet
wavelets.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Improving the quality of life is one of the primary goals for
smart materials and systems. The suppression or reduction of cable
oscillations induced by external perturbations, such as wind, rain
and traffic, is a practical problem for bridges. These oscillations
cause progressive damage via fretting, which wears down the steel
fibers and reduces the working life-time of the cable and also dam-
ages in the anchoring of cables. The European Science Foundation
started funding several projects in 2006 via the EUROCORES focus
on smart structural systems technologies (S3T) [1]. The project
‘‘Shape Memory Alloys to Regulate Transient Responses in civil
engineering (SMARTeR)’’ was focused on problems associated with
the cables of the Iroise and St. Nazaire bridges (see for instance,
Refs. [2–4]). The final results of SMARTeR were published in Ref.
[5].

The FP014-SMARTeR (Shape Memory Alloys to Regulate Tran-
sient Responses in civil engineering) project was developed in
the years 2007–2009 and studied the application of SMA for damp-
ing stay cables. The initial studies focused on low-frequency oscil-
lations (1 and 3 Hz) in the Iroise Bridge located in a free highway
(2 + 2 lanes) between Brest and Plougastel (NW of France). The
pillars are situated in the platform axis with free lengths of
200 + 400 + 200 m. Analysis of the SMA behavior was extended to
the higher frequencies involved in the St. Nazaire Bridge (18 Hz).
With a main span of 404 m and a deck width of 15.00 m, this
bridge is situated over the Loire River near Nantes to permit ship
traffic and was opened to traffic in October 18, 1975. The first
replacement of a damaged cable occurred in 1998. Three cable-
stays were replaced in the year 2002.

The Echinghen Viaduct (EV), in Fig. 1A–D, is another example of
using lengthy cables. The EV is the largest (1309 m) of the three
Boulonnais Viaducts on the SANEF – A-16 toll highway. The light
construction elements in the Viaduct (C) are anchored by series
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Fig. 1. (A) Echinghen Viaduc, length 1301 m (A16 SANEF). (B) The Viaduct above Echinghen, with a maximal length between pillars: of 110 m. (C) The structural elements
using concrete for the platform and basis linked by cylindrical steel tubes. (D) The cables that links the elements (photographs by V. Torra).
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of cables (D). These elements use cylindrical steel tubing to support
the concrete pieces (platform and basis). The distance between the
piers surpasses 100 m in the center of the bridge, and the lengthy
cables used are sensitive to winds even under 10 km/h. Video
observations obtained in December 2010 show oscillations close
to 5 Hz with amplitudes of nearly 10 mm.

In general, repeated or ‘‘continuous’’ oscillations with different
amplitude scales, such as those induced in large structures (sky-
scrapers and high towers) by wind and rain, are frequently damped
via semi-active systems such as tuned mass dampers using mag-
neto-rheologic fluids [6,7]. These systems require electrical power
and are activated by constantly running computers (24/24–365/
365) that require some amount of permanent supervision. For
large bridges, the use of magneto-rheologic dampers also requires
continuous power and permanent supervision. MR dampers are a
good solution for wind and rain induced oscillations. The Dongting
Lake Bridge (nearly 1 km long) is a cable-stayed bridge over
Dongting Lake [8] in northeastern Hunan Province, China that
actually uses MR dampers [9]. In semi-active systems, the prob-
lems introduced by the intrinsic long-term instability of the damp-
ing fluid and changing hardware control and proprietary software
need to be carefully solved for each adaptation of the system. As
such, a guaranteed, passive and efficient method seems to be a bet-
ter approach. In recent literature, Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs)
[10,11] was suggested for damping in civil structures [12–20].

This paper focuses on acquiring the basic detailed knowledge of
SMA properties required to reduce the oscillation of cables, thus
increasing the cable lifetime and developing design rules for sizing
the SMA dampers from cable data. The use of SMAs to damp stay
cables requires a deep knowledge of the static and dynamic SMA
properties [21–25]. The particular working of a SMA is associated
to its martensitic transformation, a phase transition with classical
sensitivity to temperature changes per the Clausius–Clapeyron
thermodynamic equation. Some recent studies using NiTi for
damping in civil engineering did not include an in-depth analysis
of SMA properties that would ensure guaranteed behavior. The
effects of temperature changes (summer–winter) for dampers sit-
uated on a roof were not considered in Refs. [26,27]. The primary
goal of this work is to produce a passive device, i.e., an unsuper-
vised damping solution, for stay-cable bridges using SMAs. This
work shows that the oscillation amplitude of the cable might be
reduced by an appropriate SMA damper by a factor of more than
2, which would increase the useful life of the cable.

This work emphasizes the SMA properties related to the appli-
cation requirements. Section 2 is devoted to the basic NiTi SMA
properties and pays special consideration to the conditions neces-
sary for the application. Section 3 focuses on the results from the
experimental facilities. Section 4 is devoted to numerical analysis
and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations [28]. Section 5 is
devoted to remarks on and improvements in the SMA damper
application, i.e., the appropriate design of SMA dampers. The paper
ends with the conclusions in Section 6 followed by the acknowl-
edgements and references. The study of why oscillations originate
in some cables but not in other remains outside the scope of this
paper.

2. Basic SMA properties

The properties particular to an SMA relate to its martensitic
transformation between metastable phases. This transformation
between solid phases is always considered a first order phase
transformation (with both dissipated and absorbed latent heat)
with hysteresis. The high temperature phase, or austenite (the beta
phase), is a body-centered cubic (or bcc) crystalline phase, and the
martensite has lower symmetry such as orthorhombic or mono-
clinic. The primary interest in SMAs for damping is their hysteresis
cycle converting mechanical work into heat (Qnet). The SMA works
as a passive system that extracts mechanical work

H~f d~r every cy-
cle of the oscillating system without requiring computational or
external power supplies. The hysteretic energy is transformed in
heat as shown in the following equation:I
~f d~r ¼ Q net ð1Þ

The effects of both the room temperature and self-heating were
studied in this work along with the changes caused by both yearly
and daily temperature evolution and those induced by hysteretic
behavior during cycling. Furthermore, the effect of wind-induced
forced convection, which modifies the heat transfer, was qualita-
tively studied.
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While the damping of stay cables is similar to that of earth-
quakes, the general requirements are different. The number of
cable oscillations is much higher than required for earthquakes
(under 2000 working cycles). For storms lasting 3 days, the number
of oscillations is highly relevant (i.e., 3 � 86,400 � frequency). The
number of working cycles for the Iroise Bridge (1 and 3 Hz), large
cables of the Echinghen Viaduct (5 Hz) and St. Nazaire Bridge
(18 Hz) are approximately 0.8, 1.5 and 4.7 M cycles, respectively.
Furthermore, the dampers for these cables are expected to remain
eventually in contact with sunlight, wind and rain. For cable fre-
quencies below 5 Hz, the working time is approximately 1 year
(3 or 4 strong storms). Above 15 Hz, the dampers need to be
checked after each storm. In earthquake mitigation, several quiet
decades were possible between installation and use. The changes
in the transformation temperatures from diffusion and the associ-
ated temperature aging at, for instance, 100 �C were quantitatively
evaluated [5,19,20,29–31].

The NiTi wires used for the experiments described within this
paper were furnished in the pseudo-elastic state by Special Metals,
USA. The actual furnisher was Memry Corporation Bethel, CT
06801, USA, a division of SAES Getters, Italy. The samples were fin-
ished with a light (gray) oxide surface (diameter 2.46 mm). The As
temperature was �30 �C. The nominal composition was Ni
55.95 wt% with the rest Ti. Before using in the experimental facil-
ities, the wires were trained for 20 (Institut français des sciences et
technologies des transports: IFSTTAR) or 100 cycles (European Lab-
oratory for Structural Assessment: Joint Research Center, European
Union, ELSA-JRC-EU) with a maximal strain of 8%. The samples for
the pure thermal aging studies were used as received. The self-
heating effects were attributed to the release and absorption of la-
tent heat. The net transfer of Qnet to the surroundings via both re-
leased (‘p?m) and absorbed (‘m?p) latent heat are processes that
operate under the heat transfer and the Fourier’s law for both
the martensitic transformation of the wires and the required
cycling conditions.

The classical heat-transfer rules indicate that the cycling pro-
cess was influenced by four factors: the external temperature, con-
vection in the sample surface, the working frequency and the
intrinsic transformation mechanism. First, the experimental analy-
sis only considered the fatigue-life of NiTi alloy with regards to
tension. In our case, the sample always remained under pure
tensile stresses. Both compression and bending were avoided in
the SMA damper outlined (see Fig. 20 in the part 4). Later, the tem-
perature effects associated with self-heating and the working cy-
cles were considered and evaluated for different working
frequencies (under 0.01 and up to 16 Hz) and moderate external
winds. The pauses between working cycles were studied. The tem-
perature and stress aging were also quantitatively analyzed.
Fig. 2. (A) 100 cycles at 0.01 Hz with the fan ‘‘on–off’’ effect. The maximal force was 3 kN
middle of the sample. The fan ‘‘on–off’’ actions induce ±10 or ±15 �C.
2.1. Fatigue behavior

The effects of a large storm with strong winds might remain
active for several days (3–5), and the SMA requires at least 0.5 mil-
lion working cycles to be functional. The first damping condition
required for reducing the oscillation amplitude is that the fracture
life must overcome the minimum number of working cycles
required. In addition, the dampers can be directly subjected to
aggressive external conditions (rain, sun and oceanic winds), and
NiTi is the most appropriate material because of its corrosion resis-
tance. We chose to use NiTi for its excellent wet performance. The
alloy is mounted in pure traction [32] to avoid compressive or
bending parts. For instance, other complex paths [33–35], such
as axial torsion and/or bending used in orthodontic bits for drilling
were suppressed because they apparently show shorter life.

For a net strain below 1.5%, the number of working cycles over-
comes 4 million with reduced hysteretic energy. For samples
100 mm in length with a 2.46 mm diameter, the dissipated energy
remains near 0.1 J/cycle. For each expected position in a lengthy
cable with displacements near ±40 mm, the damping action re-
duces the displacements to at least half (i.e., residual peak to peak
displacement of near or under ±20 mm). The required SMA length
for one 40 mm deformation or 1% strain was 4 m, at which point
the dissipated energy overcomes 4 J/cycle. Based on this idea, it
is possible to install the SMA between the cable and the platform
or a straight line of SMA wires between the bridge cables that link
two consecutive cables. This SMA distribution also permits some
damping of ‘‘out of the plane’’ oscillations.

Fatigue-fracturing is a critical problem that requires adapted
analysis for each application. A great number of studies are de-
voted to orthodontic [36] problems using NiTi. In general, the rep-
resentation between the strain and number of working cycles
reduces the information garnered [37]. For NiTi alloys, thermal
cycles of 0.7–0.5 in% indicate a fracture level between 10 k and
10 M cycles [38]. The stress from the working cycles was found
to be between 2000 and 50,000 for NiTiCu in Ref. [39]. CuAlBe
was appropriate for damping applications with lower number of
cycles, according to Ref. [40] and the references therein.

The study of fatigue-fracturing was primarily accomplished
using an MTS 810 with a 100 kN load cell working in span control.
The MTS uses a homemade furnace to obtain moderate
temperatures, i.e., under 100 �C. The cycling behavior study of NiTi
wires includes a 20 (IFSTTAR) or 100 slow cycle training at 0.01 Hz
with a higher strain at 8% as shown in Fig. 2A. Using a fan increases
the sample heat transfer (convection) and modifies the stress–
strain behavior as shown in Fig. 2A. Next, the fatigue cycles were
measured using an appropriate strain. The measurement analysis
includes the hysteretic energy calculated from the MTS files using
and the maximal strain was 8%. (B) Local temperature effects in the bottom and the
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formula (1). The temperature measurements permit the evaluation
of self-heating. One or two thin OMEGA K thermocouples wrapped
around two positions in the SMA wire measured the time evolution
of the local temperature.

Fig. 2B shows an overview of the temperature effects associated
with both mechanical cycling at 0.01 Hz and the fan effect. The
experimental observations indicate that, with a fan, the tempera-
ture oscillates by approximately ±10 K around room temperature.
Fig. 2A shows the effects on the hysteresis of stopping the fan for
several working cycles during the training process. This effect is
well visualized in the temperature versus time plot shown in
Fig. 2B. When the fan is stopped, the maximum temperature span
increased to as much as ±15 K from room temperature. This tem-
perature span remained practically invariant for different positions
(1 and 2) in the sample.

The initial transformation stress in an ‘‘as furnished’’ wire work-
ing via sinusoidal cycles at 0.01 Hz, was approximately 3 kN or
630 MPa (Fig. 2). A series of 100 sinusoidal cycles at 0.01 Hz with
an 8% strain reduced the initial maximal stress and increased the
permanent initial strain. The transformation progressively devel-
ops an S-shape qualitatively similar to the cycles in a Cu-based
polycrystalline SMA [30]. This transformation was subject to minor
changes. During training (Fig. 2A), the maximum hysteresis width
decreased progressively from 400 to approximately 200 MPa. The
most relevant changes in hysteresis energy and creep occurred in
the first 60–100 cycles. The hysteresis was reduced to a third,
and the creep increased by up to 2% (Fig. 2A).

The experimental results obtained for the fracture-life of
approximately 130 mm long samples is shown in Fig. 3. This figure
shows several tests of the fatigue life obtained for the ‘‘pure’’ trac-
tion using both ‘‘as furnished’’ and previously trained NiTi wires
(diameter of 2.46 mm) at 20 �C. The tests using strains of up to
8% showed a reduced fatigue-life between 10,000 and 30,000 cy-
cles. Up to 100,000 working cycles were achieved when a lower
strain was used (5%), and the stresses were also important
(300 MPa). For the fracture-life to overcome 1 M cycles, the strain
used must remain under 1.0%. Reducing the maximum strain from
8% to 1% was accomplished by reducing the stress from 600 MPa to
200 MPa. Two types of the sample crash were observed. For some
samples, the crash occurred between the grips. For the majority of
samples, the crash occurred at the grips. The measurements
showed similar lifetime behavior for the two macroscopic fracture
types even when the upper and lower parts of the sample (situated
inside the grips) remains under constant, complex stresses that
avoids the sample slip.

Because the fracture-life increases as the stress decreases
[41,42], several samples were studied under reduced stress, strain
Fig. 3. Fracture against the number of working cycles and the Basquin law for
trained samples. The arrows show the associated strain: an increased life with
progressively reduced strain.
and hysteretic energy. Reducing the net strain by up to 1% reduced
the net force in the sample by 1 kN with a stress of nearly 200 MPa.
At this level, sample fracturing occurs at a level of practical inter-
est: i.e., for 3–5 million working cycles. The hysteretic energy for
this reduced strain and studied sample lengths (100–120 mm long
with a 2.46 mm diameter) was approximately 0.1 J/cycle. Other
measurements were made using 550 mm samples. The measure-
ments made at IFSTTAR used the same samples for the two cam-
paigns (near 1260 mm) without crashing. Additionally, the
sample used at ELSA where over 4140 mm long and did not crash
during any of the several days realizing tests.

For stay-cable dampers, the SMA length is expected to be over
1 m, and the absorbed energy approaches an appropriate value
(some J/cycle) for damping. The fatigue-life is usually described
from experimental data in terms of Basquin’s law. The maximum
stress (rMAX) can be considered linear with a parameter, x, which
is defined using a negative power (parameter a) of the number of
fracture-life cycles (Nf). The equation reads as follows:

rMAX ¼ 170þ 7920:9 � ðNf Þ�0:398 ð2Þ

The coefficients from an approximate fit are used in Eq. (2), and
their coherence with experimental data is shown in Fig. 3. The main
difference from a classical material is the increased value of the ‘‘a’’
exponent (a � 0.40). The parameter ‘‘a’’ for a standard material re-
mains between 1/8 and 1/16. In our case, the fatigue-fracture pro-
cess was controlled by the martensitic phase transition and not
by the dislocation glides as in classical materials.

Basquin’s law satisfactorily fits the full range of experimental
data. The measurements were gathered using several strains and
sample preparations as well as using samples ‘‘as furnished’’ and
aged at 100 �C (373 K), with strains from 8% to less than 1%.
Fig. 3 includes data about the associated strains: an 8% strain pro-
vided an Nf of less than 10,000 working cycles, less than 2% strain
provided over 50,000 working cycles and less than 1% strain had a
fracture-life of over 1 M cycles with a stress close to or under
200 MPa. These measurements were extremely time consuming.
When cycling 4 M times at 4 Hz, the measurement fully occupies
the equipment for nearly 10 days. The experimental measure-
ments available in the literature cover a lesser number of working
cycles in these conditions [33–35].

For the initial cycles using thinner wires, the upper and lower
branches of the hysteresis cycle (in r, e) were at a constant stress.
The transformation was ‘‘localized’’ and formed martensite
‘‘bands’’. The hysteresis behavior of samples 2.46 mm in diameter
after initial training was progressively modified. The flat branch
evolves to an inflexion point (as an S-shaped). In fact, for lower
strains (near or under 1%), the sample temperature analysis shows
that the transformation was ‘‘distributed’’ across the entire sample
(part 2.3).

Using SMA in dampers requires a constant length for the SMA
wires while working. In general, the creep increases progressively
during both the initial cycles and when the cycling frequency or
oscillation amplitude increases that increase increasing tempera-
ture and stress caused by self-heating. Fig. 4A shows the progres-
sive increase of the damper length during the first set of working
cycles (i.e., the training of the sample m5). The length increase
during cycling needs to be suppressed in the damper behavior or
the damper will not smoothes the reduced amplitudes. Fig. 4B with
all the creep analysis shows the upper limit of the creep (2.5%).
First, 100 sinusoidal cycles at 0.01 Hz starting with a strain of 8%
and ending with net strain at 6.1%, which is called training ‘‘a’’, that
induces an SMA creep of nearly 1.9% (Fig. 4A). Subsequent tests
with 21 sets of mixed strains (from 6.1% to 1%) and different
cycling frequencies (from 0.02 up to 18 Hz) produce a constant
mean creep value of approximately 2.5% (Fig. 4B). The frequency
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for set ‘‘b’’ with 500 cycles was 3 Hz with a strain of 1.5%. The last
set, ‘‘c’’, had 11,620 cycles at 3 Hz with a strain of 1.26%. During
this last step, the creep remains constant. A minor decrease in
the SMA creep was observed at the beginning of each set of cycles,
for example, the encircled zone in Fig. 4B. For instance, a minor
effect in comparison with the b-recovery that appears in Cu-based
alloys.

2.2. Stops situated between series of working cycles

Fig. 5 shows the effects of a short pause between sets of thou-
sands of working cycles at low strain. The increased dissipated en-
ergy is primarily associated with minor creep recovery. During
these pauses, minor creep recovery induces an increase in the hys-
teresis cycle and an increase in the energy (which can eventually
overcome 100%) with an immediate decay in the mean value. For
series of slow cycles, i.e., 0.01 Hz, temperature effects should also
be considered, and the temperature pattern modifies the transfor-
mation cycles. At the end of the cycle the sample temperature is
clearly under the room temperature as shows Fig. 2B. During a
pause, the temperature returns to room temperature, and the re-
quired transformation stress increases. The cycle width increases
comparatively. This effect disappears after 3 or 4 cycles, at which
point the samples recover their dynamic ‘‘steady state’’ of the tem-
perature distribution.

Local changes are, apparently, relevant; however, simulating
several thousand working cycles is sufficient to determine that
the ‘‘mean’’ dissipated energy was unaffected by the stops. The glo-
bal number of working cycles approached 600,000 for minor
strains (0.76%) (Fig. 5A) and 4.5 M cycles as shown in Fig. 5B (strain
1.2%). The global energy overcomes 400 kJ with a similar ‘‘stop ef-
fect’’ during pauses. The differences for each set of measurements
were attributed to both the MTS artifacts used in the strain limits,
experimental artifacts and the room-temperature effects. The mea-
surements were accomplished at discontinuous intervals from
March to May 2009 with mounting and dismounting of the sam-
ples in the equipment. The energies calculated for a realistic dam-
per were more relevant than for samples with lengths of
approximately 120 mm. For a realistic wire with an expected
length of more than 2 m (i.e., over 4 m for the ELSA measurements)
the expected energy/cycle was higher than 1–2 J/cycle.

2.3. Temperature effects

The temperature effect can be observed using infrared detec-
tors; however, a preliminary approach can be established using K
thermocouples (chromel–alumel) built from thin wires (diameter:
0.08 mm) wrapped around the sample. The electromotive force
Fig. 4. (A) Increase of creep, reduction of energy and exponential fits for the first series of
number of working cycles. Encircled: reduced values of the creep after a cycling pause.
(e.m.f.) was digitized at 6.5 Hz using a low cost DMM AGILENT
U-1251A linked to a computer via USB with proprietary software.
The temperature detected versus time is similar to the strain-time
action established by the MTS. When cycling at 0.01 Hz, the tem-
perature tracks the strain and produces a temperature wave cen-
tered at approximately room temperature with amplitudes of
approximately ±10 �C or ±15 �C as per the fan effects. Both sponta-
neous convection and that caused by a fan modifies the hysteretic
energy (see Fig. 2). Both external and self-heating temperature
effects modify the position and shape of the hysteresis cycle
(Fig. 2A). In training at low cycling frequency (0.01 Hz) the dissipa-
tion and absorption of latent heat produce the temperature oscilla-
tion clearly shown in Fig. 2B. The oscillation amplitude is
practically independent of the position of the K-thermocouple
but was reduced with a fan (±10 �C) compared to without a fan
(±15 �C).

At moderate or higher cycling frequencies, the net heat dissi-
pated by hysteresis (Qnet) increased the mean temperature of the
specimen. Consequently, a stress increase is expected based on
the Clausius–Clapeyron (CC) thermodynamic equation [43–45].
The CC equation determines the position of the transformation –
retransformation lines in the coexistent zone (coex) of the two
material phases as the temperature, T, varies. These thermody-
namic rules only consider reversible processes and not the hyster-
esis cycle (i.e., the transformation and retransformation describe
the same thermodynamic pathway). The CC equation determines
the slope (aCC)r–e = (dr/dT)coex at which the stress changes with
temperature, at the stress–strain (r–e) coordinates for phase equi-
librium. At these coordinates, the CC equation reads as follows
[45]:

ðaCCÞr�e ¼ ðdr=dTÞcoex ¼ DSm!p=ðeVpÞ ð3Þ

where DSm?p is the entropy change between the martensite and
parent phases, and e is the net strain between the phases. A series
of experimental measurements using ‘‘as furnished samples’’ and
after training ones were used to determine the Clausius–Clapeyron
coefficient. The plateau stress value or inflexion point in the stress–
strain representation was extracted to establish the aCC as a con-
stant with a value of 6.64 MPa/K for the NiTi alloys used [45] (see,
Fig. 6). The aCC value changed with the thermal treatment and sam-
ple composition. The Clausius–Clapeyron coefficient was required
to ensure the appropriate operation of the damper in both summer
and winter. These coefficients establish the critical transformation
stress tracking the room temperature induced by daily or sum-
mer–winter effects.

The cycling frequency modifies the hysteretic behavior by cou-
pling between the transformation, the heat loss and the self-heat-
ing (see Fig. 7). The representation of the hysteretic energy against
100 cycles at 0.01 Hz and a strain of 8%. (B) Evolution of the creep effect against the



Fig. 5. Pauses effect in the dissipated energy. (A) Energy/cycle when cycling at 4 Hz for a low strain (0.76%). The accumulated energy for 600,000 cycles of this low strain
overcomes 23 kJ. (B) Series of 4.5 million of working cycles for 1ow strain, 1.2%, accumulated energy.

Fig. 7. Hysteretic energy against the cycling frequency. Dots: first series of cycles
with a maximal deformation near 8%. Triangles: previously cycled samples by
854,000 cycles, maximal net deformation 6.3%.

Fig. 6. Experimental data and fit for an evaluation of the Clausius–Clapeyron
coefficient (CCC).

Fig. 8. Top: room temperature effects induced by start/stop in air conditioning.
Middle: hysteretic energy for a strain of 1.25% the oscillations track the temper-
ature effects. Bottom: force oscillations.
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the frequency is bell shaped. This effect is more relevant during the
initial training (empty dots). Both points A and B were measured
using a different number of previous cycles. After a relevant num-
ber of working cycles (845,000 cycles) the shape was flatted
(up triangles). Fig. 8 shows some of the effects associated with
the fatigue/fracture analysis. The external temperature oscillations
induced by conditioned-air produce a temperature wave (top in
Fig. 8). The temperature oscillations induce a wave in the opposite
phase of the hysteretic energy (center) and one synchronic with
the applied transformation force (bottom).
After training, the dampers are expected to be situated in the
free air, usually in the bridge cables, with cycling frequencies of
over 1 Hz. In particular, highly cycled samples show reduced fan
effects. Increasing the cycling frequency progressively reduces
the effects of latent heat via self-compensation and only remains
the net hysteretic warming behavior. In our wire, the temperature
wave oscillates around the room temperature at 0.01 Hz. The dis-
sipated power, induced by the hysteretic energy, increases pro-
gressively at frequencies over 0.1 Hz (Fig. 9). For a maximum
strain of 8% and 3 Hz, the excess temperature overcomes 25 �C.
At lower strain (0.8%) and 16 Hz, the excess temperature remains
under 5 �C. Faster cycling results in instrumental ‘‘artifacts’’ associ-
ated with decreased displacement at the ‘‘higher’’ working fre-
quency observed by the MTS used. The equipment was intended
for use at high frequencies but only for the restricted displace-
ments of classical materials, i.e., around one-hundredth of that re-
quired for the SMA. The reduction of the displacement distance in
the gathered measurements by the MTS artifacts was close to 20%
at 20 Hz. The MTS artifacts appear in Fig. 9B at 2 and 3 Hz. In C (at
16 Hz), the same nominal strain was reduced to approximately 20%
relative to the value at 8 Hz.

The experimental measurements of the sample temperature in
trained materials establish that reduced transformation was effec-
tively realized in the complete sample. Using reduced strain
(1.62%) at 2 Hz shows similar temperature oscillation (i.e., 2 K)
for all the sample positions (Fig. 10).
2.3.1. Temperature and stress aging effects
The effects of temperature aging at 100 �C without or with

stress inducing partially transformed samples were studied. The



Fig. 9. Sample temperature wave associated to self-heating in sinusoidal strain cycles. (A) Temperature against time for a maximal strain 8% cycling at 0.01 Hz. (B)
Temperature evolution for a maximal strain 8% from 0.05 to 3 Hz. (C) Temperature associated to faster cycles at 8 and 16 Hz.

Fig. 10. Temperature effects on cycling. Simultaneous temperature measurement
in top and bottom of the sample using reduced strain cycling (from e = 0% to
e = 1.62%) at 2 Hz.
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primary effect of temperature aging was an increase in the trans-
formation temperature from the parent to the R-phase of nearly
20 �C/year. One year of stress (strain: 7%) and temperature aging
increased the maximum stress from 3000 N to 4000 N (600–
800 MPa). In other words, the S-shaped hysteresis cycle had an
increased slope of up to 30%. The expected effect at practical
temperatures (up to 50 �C) and using reduced pre-stresses (up to
50–100 MPa) was significantly less.

2.3.2. Summer–winter actions
The external effects of summer–winter temperature changes

can induce relevant changes in the SMA. The study was conducted
between 40 �C and �20 �C, which is similar to the changes in Cata-
lonia at the northwestern Mediterranean basin. This study focused
on trained samples with S-shaped hysteresis cycles. According to
the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, the changes in the temperature
between winter and summer modify the position of the hysteresis
cycle in the stress–strain-temperature diagram. When flat cycles
(i.e., thinner wires) were used at lower temperatures (under Af),
the SMA remained in the martensite state after stress induced
transformations without any retransformation or damping action.
The training for 2.46 mm wires avoid two parasitic effects: (1)
the creep remained constant and the sample length increase with
cycling was zero, and (2) the flat cycle in thinner wires was con-
verted to an S-shaped cycle. A detailed analogue analysis was
clearly necessary for materials with flat cycles before their ade-
quacy for the desired application could be established.

The damping behavior under external temperatures was stud-
ied using an external cooling–heating chamber in the INSTRON
equipment. The plot of working temperature versus time and the
associated hysteretic energy are shown in Fig. 11A and B. A previ-
ously cycled sample was used in these examples with a maximum
strain of 5% to avoid any unexpected crash in the study. Eventually,
the maximal available strain for the sample approached 5.5%. In
general, the SMA creep not overcomes 2.5% as been established
in Fig. 4B. The dissipated energy worked reasonably well for sev-
eral temperatures between 40 and �20 �C (see Fig. 11).

This analysis used continuous cycles at 0.05 Hz with a maximal
strain of 5%. At low temperatures, the low strain portion of the SMA
remains in the martensite phase, which reduces the expected
strain (i.e., cycles at B and A). Appropriate reheating (cycles at E)
recovers the previous hysteretic behavior by converting the mar-
tensite to austenite. As a consequence, at the extreme winter
temperatures studied (i.e., at �20 �C), the damper cannot smooth
the reduced amplitudes: i.e., from 0% to 2.5% in cycle A
(Fig. 11B). Increasing the oscillation amplitudes (between 2.5%
and 5%) initiates the dissipation. A cooled damper is appropriate
to partial smoothing of ‘‘larger amplitudes.’’ As a working hypoth-
esis, the self-heating progressively increases the damper tempera-
ture with a progressive increasing of the damping effect. Thus, the
damper progressively actuates in better conditions. Fig. 11B sug-
gests that the damper can work at even lower temperatures with
each additional 10 K of cooling reducing the practical strain by
1%, i.e., the damper can work at external temperatures as low as
�30 �C.
3. Tests at facilities

Realistic tests of the SMA damping of stay cables were realized
using two different facilities. First, several measurements were car-
ried out using cable number 1 of the ELSA laboratory facility
(Fig. 12). This cable is 45 m long and built with four sets of wires
(15 mm in diameter) inside a protective tube that is 75 mm in
diameter and filled with wax. The ELSA cable is inclined at 21�
and is under 250 kN of tractive force. Only one NiTi SMA wire
was used (2.46 mm in diameter and 4140 mm long after training).
When the maximum peak to peak amplitude of oscillations was
120 mm, the strain in the SMA wire did not surpass 3%. In general,
the damper effect supposes an amplitude reduction of one half.
When the maximum amplitudes were reduced to one half or less
(±30 mm) the damped strain remained under 1.5%. The hypothet-
ical strain for file s071 without any SMA was 2.7%. When working,
the strain in the SMA is relatively low; file s079 of Fig. 13 had a
maximum strain of approximately 1.3%. This is a reasonable value
associated to the larger fracture life of the SMA. The vertical force
exciting the oscillations was applied to the cable at 27% of its



Fig. 11. Summer–winter effects on trained samples. (A) Chamber temperature against time. (B) Hysteresis cycles for several working temperatures. a: Sample positioning
effect by grips adaptation.

Fig. 12. (A) The four cables of 45 m in the ELSA facility. (B) The detectors position in ELSA facility: (A) cable number 1; (B) SMA damper (1 wire of trained NiTi); (C)
accelerometers for further studies (photographs by V. Torra).
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length. The SMA damper was also installed vertically at 22% of the
cable’s length.

A second series of measurements was performed at the IFSTTAR
facility (Fig. 14) the using available horizontal cable with a length
of 50.5 m (‘) and 57 mm diameter with traction stress of approxi-
mately 1 MN. The mass per unit length was 16.1 kg/m, and the
cable was made of steel (E = 200 GPa). The cross-section of the
cable was composed of 159 wires strands forming the core with
seven additional layers. The outer diameter, cross-section area
and moment of inertia are 55.6 mm, 1936 mm2 and
3.03 � 10�7 m4, respectively. Their shape was similar to the stan-
dard unwaxed cables used in many bridges. Experimental study
both with and without damping demonstrates a spectacular reduc-
tion of the oscillation’s amplitude for each case. A partial analysis
at the end of this section focuses on the frequency analysis using
the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the windowed Fourier transform
(WFT) and the Morlet wavelet transform (MWT) in the oscillations
damped by the SMA. A rough approach permits the interpretation
of the frequency change in terms of the force against the strain ap-
plied by the SMA.

3.1. The ELSA results (Joint Research Center-European Union, Ispra,
Italy)

The analysis was devoted to determining the oscillations
induced by periodic external forces (forces of 49, 98 and 196 N)
acting at the resonance frequency, 1.8 Hz (free) and 2.05 Hz with
SMA (Fig. 13). A reduced pre-stress between 0 and 100 MPa was al-
ways used. The maximum cable oscillations, ±80 mm for instance,
were equivalent to strains under 3.9% in the SMA wire system.
When the oscillations produce a strain below 0.5%, the SMA system
remains in the parent phase without energy dissipation by the
SMA. For these lower strains, the actions of the wax remain to re-
duce the oscillation amplitude. Fig. 13A includes a direct evalua-
tion of the damped frequency from the time between each
oscillation. The frequency change produced by the SMA damping
was close to 0.3 Hz. This frequency is lower at the maximum
amplitude (2.03 Hz) and increases when the oscillation amplitude
decreases. See the empty dots in Fig. 13A. In fact, reducing the
oscillation amplitude increases the mean stiffness of the SMA in
agreement with the frequency increase as shown in the frequency
analysis in part 3.3.

Fig. 13B outlines the more rapid decay (nearly two times faster)
when the cable is under twin damping action (SMA and wax) rel-
ative to the spontaneous decay induced by just the wax. The action
of the SMA reduces the maximum amplitude from file s079 to 1/3
that from file s071.

3.2. The IFSTTAR results (The French institute of science and technology
for transport, development and networks in Bougenais, Nantes,
France)

This part is devoted to the experimental results performed for
the cable installed in IFSTTAR (Fig. 14). The IFSTTAR cable oscillates



Fig. 13. The experimental ELSA cable oscillations. (A) Equal excitation (98 N) at resonance frequency without and with SMA damper. Empty dots: direct calculation of the
frequency against time for the measurement s079. (B) Similar oscillations for loads of 49 and 192 N. The time constants values show increased slope with SMA.

Fig. 14. (A) The horizontal cable in the IFSTTAR facility, situated in its working position and near the center of the cable. (B) The damper uses two SMA wires. (A) Shortener.
(B) Upper fixation device. (C) Lower fixation of SMA wires. (D) Laser sensor (photographs by V. Torra).
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without any explicit self-damper. The experimental equipment in
IFSTTAR, Nantes, France, and the cable position only permits tran-
sitory studies involving the vertical displacement (up) of the cable
by a measured force and sudden stress release (Fig. 14B). The ac-
tion involved the decay of one Heaviside step inducing oscillations
in the cable (Fig. 15A and B).

The experimental observations were made by inducing oscilla-
tions in the middle of the cable (‘/2) both without (free cable) and
with a SMA damper built by two 1260 mm long NiTi wires. The
SMA was somewhat shorter than expected for a realistic applica-
tion because of the available length imposed by the equipment.
Other tests were conducted situating the actuator and/or damper
at cable positions corresponding to ‘/4, ‘/6, ‘/8 and ‘/16. The verti-
cal position of the cable (the oscillation amplitude) was detected
using one or two lasers, and the results were stored using a sam-
pling frequency of 300 Hz. Fig. 15A shows the time evolution of
the oscillation amplitude without any SMA after the return of the
Heaviside signal of 4 kN. The spontaneous damping of the cable
was very small, approximately 20% in 1 min. As the spontaneous
damping in the cable was greatly reduced, all attempts to arrive
at a steady state of the cable oscillation via ‘‘handmade’’ actions
(as in ELSA) were unsuccessful. Fig. 15B shows the effect of the
SMA damper on the oscillation amplitude using the same excita-
tion (one Heaviside step of 4 kN). The effect of the SMA at this priv-
ileged position was quite interesting. A reduction of the oscillation
amplitude to ‘‘zero’’ was obtained in approximately ‘‘ten’’ seconds.
According to the measurements in Fig. 15, the maximum strain for
the SMA damper was close to 7.3% (free) and 4.8% (damped), which
is extremely larger for SMA wires with appropriate lifetimes, and
then the experiment only shows the feasibility of the damping.
4. Numerical analysis and simulations

The cable behavior obtained via a FEA including a proprietary
routine for the SMA behavior agreed with the experimental results.
Some degree of ‘‘viscosity’’ was introduced to the ELSA cable in
agreement with the wax effects. The cubic model was primarily
used to simulate the SMA. In fact, the elastic part of the classical
bilinear model avoids damping effects at low amplitude (for strains
under 1%) with a residual harmonic oscillatory behavior [46],
contrary to that observed in the IFSTTAR cable. Using the data
available for cable 1, a FEA simulation can be attained with satis-
factory results.

In the ELSA cable the SMA damper was installed vertically at
22% of the cable length, and the cable was composed of four steel
cable strands (E = 200 GPa and 15 mm in diameter) inserted into a
polyethylene sheath (E = 600 MPa) with a thickness of 3.5 mm and
filled with wax (E = 27 MPa). The cable has a mass per unit length
of approximately mL = 9.8 kg/m. The model was built using the fi-
nite element software ANSYS 13.0 with the Mechanical APDL inter-
face. The cable was represented by 100 beam elements (BEAM3
element type) and both extremities were clamped (displacements
and rotations were fixed to zero). The stiffness-inertia
(EI = 35,400 Nm2) and stiffness-area (EA = 1.3 � 108 N) products
of the entire cross section were calculated. For these analyzes, an



Fig. 15. Results for the cable in IFSTTAR. (A) Free cable oscillations. Left-bottom: frequency by direct evaluation. (B) Damped by two trained SMA wires. Right-top: frequency
values by WFT and MWT.

Fig. 16. (A) The bilinear and the cubic model (triangles) and the experimental hysteresis cycle (empty dots). (B) Comparison of the ‘‘damping action’’ for the cubic model in
the ELSA cable in the middle of the cable. Included the frequency from local analysis for the calculated curves (without and with SMA).

Fig. 17. Simulation of the IFFSTAR cable in the middle (at ‘/2). Left: free oscillation and damped curve with cubic model. Right: free oscillation and damped curve by the
bilinear model.
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equivalent density, q�, Young’s modulus, E� and inertia moment, I�

were defined to simulate a uniform circular beam with the same
properties of the cable made from different materials. Knowing
that the cable length and area are L = 45 m and A = 0.0045 m2,
respectively, and the following products represent the real cable
(mL = q� A = 9.8 kg/m, E�I� = 35,400 Nm2, E�A = 1.3 � 108 N), then
the equivalent properties of the cable are q� = 2175 kg/m3,
E� = 29 GPa and I� = 1.2 � 10�6 m4.

The damper was modeled using a single bar element (LINK180
element type) attached to the cable at one end and pinned to the
ground at the other end. The damper used was a single 4 m long
NiTi wire with a diameter of 2.46 mm. A classic bilinear and a cubic
model was implemented in ANSYS via its USERMAT architecture
and used to improve the description of the SMA behavior. This
model was called ‘‘cubic’’ (Fig. 16A) because the loading and
unloading paths of the cycle were represented by cubic polynomial
equations instead of a series of straight lines used in the classical
bilinear model, which yields incorrect results for strains under
1% [46]. The path from (0,0) to the ‘‘a’’ point and backwards is elas-
tic without conversion of mechanical energy into heat (see, for
instance, the results presented in Fig. 17B).

Four different points on the loading and unloading paths of the
experimental curve from a trained sample were used to build the
model. Both paths were constructed using the same starting (Mo)



Table 1
Data used to identify the cubic fit.

Point M0 Me L1 L2 U1 U2

e (%) 0 6.36 1.66 4.3 1.12 0.045
r (MPa) 0 531 252 350 52 200

Fig. 18. Comparison of the accumulated energy between the bilinear (open
triangles) and the cubic model for the IFSTTAR cable (open dots).
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and ending (Me) points. Two other points for the loading path (L1

and L2) and unloading path (U1 and U2) were selected from the
experimental curve. The r, e coordinates used are given in Table 1.

The transformation and retransformation pathways of the hys-
teretic branch were considered cubic polynomials. The coefficients
c0–c3 of the each cubic polynomial equation (r = c3 e3 + c2 e2 +
c1 e + c0) were determined by forcing the curve to pass through
the four selected points. Adequately selecting these points can pro-
vide very good agreement with experimental data. Another poly-
nomial equation was derived for partial cycles within the
hysteresis by controlling the location and slope at the beginning
and end of the partial cycle.

Fig. 16B shows the simulated FEA response (both with and
without the SMA) when a sinusoidal signal is applied to the ELSA
cable under the experimental conditions described in Section 3.
The signal with the highest amplitude was associated to an un-
damped cable. The cable was excited using a sinusoidal force that
varied between 0 and 100 N with a frequency of 1.81 Hz for the
free cable and 2.04 Hz when a damper was used. After 20 s of exci-
tation, the force is released and the cable oscillates freely for an-
other 20 s. The experimental and simulated results were in good
agreement and showed the clear, relevant effects of the SMA
damping of the stay cables.

4.1. Simulation corresponding to the IFSTTAR cable

This simulation is similar to the ELSA simulation but adapted to
the IFSTTAR horizontal cable assuming an initial tension of 960 kN.
Table 2
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) for IFSTTAR cable using the complete set of experimental

First three frequencies in Hz extracted from FFT With

f1

Heaviside step at ‘/2; SMA at ‘/2; FFT from sensor situated at ‘/2 3.15
Amplitude (mm) 3.20
Heaviside step at ‘/8; SMA at ‘/16;FFT from sensor situated at ‘/16 2.46
Amplitude (mm) 0.46
Fig. 17 compares the simulated results using the cubic model (A) to
those of the classical bilinear model (B) and includes the free oscil-
lations of the cable as a reference. In the bilinear model, the final
oscillation amplitude remains constant. The cubic model simulates
a certain degree of dissipation via the damper even for small
amplitude cycles, according to the experimental data, which the
bilinear model [46] cannot achieve. In the bilinear model, the oscil-
latory energy is dissipated in the very first cycle and later remains
constant (Fig. 18). In the simulated ‘‘cubic’’ damper, the dissipated
energy continues to increase until the oscillation amplitude of the
cable practically vanishes (Fig. 17A) furnishing calculated results
similar to experimental measurements. The results suggest that
the bilinear model cannot visualize correctly the lower strains as,
for instance, shows Fig. 17B and appears in Ref. [46].
4.2. Frequency analysis

Standard Fourier transformations typically use the fast Fourier
transform (FFT). When necessary, the continuous Fourier trans-
form is calculated using a ‘‘dense’’ representation of the frequen-
cies. The clearly nonlinear and non-conservative action of the
SMA damper produces a progressive evolution of the frequency
in the transitory signals. In fact, the SMA induces the damping ac-
tion by converting the mechanical oscillation into heat, which was
clearly dependent on the oscillation amplitude. The frequency ver-
sus the time can be directly calculated from high-quality signals
via the direct evaluation of frequencies from the time for one com-
plete oscillation as shown by the bottom open dots in Fig. 14A.

Characterizing the frequency evolution with time was first
accomplished using the WFT. A second approach uses a wavelet
transform [47]. The MWT [48] has a sinusoidal shape multiplied
by a Gaussian. The wavelet is of potential interest for detecting
the reduced changes in frequency versus time (see the results in
Fig. 15B). For the ELSA cable, the FFT indicated the primary fre-
quencies were 1.8 Hz for the free cable and 2.05 Hz for the SMA
damped cable. Direct measurement of the time interval of the
damped curve (Fig. 14A) showed a change from 2.35 to 2.10 versus
the measurement time with a minimum at 2.02 Hz.

Table 2 includes the corresponding frequencies and amplitudes
for the IFSTTAR cable both when left free and damped at different
positions calculated using the FFT (Fig. 19). Using the actuator and
damper situated at ‘/2, the FFT only yields one frequency with a
relevant amplitude reduction: from ‘‘free’’ to ‘‘SMA damped’’
changes from 27.9 to 3.2 mm s. When the action is performed at
other positions, other frequencies are also activated and reason-
ably damped by the SMA. See Table 2 and Fig. 19B with the fre-
quencies for the Heaviside decay situated in ‘/8 when the laser
measures in ‘/16. The small systematic differences between the
MWT and WFT are associated with the rough scaling adjustments
in the MWT.

Upon the return of the Heaviside signal, the WFT and MWT
yield similar results (Fig. 15B) according to the directly evaluated
oscillation time. The classical approach associate to frequency sam-
pling commonly used to study larger data volumes and frequencies
[49] cannot be used for the frequency evolution of cables. In our
data. The algorithm divides the amplitudes by the total time.

SMA Without SMA

f2 f3 f1 f2 f3

6.14 6.37 2.36 4.70 7.05
0.27 0.30 27.89 0.11 0.88
4.85 7.17 2.36 4.73 7.1
0.21 0.02 1.88 1.87 0.78



Fig. 19. FFT for the IFSTTAR cable. (A) Actuator, damper and sensor at ‘/2. (B) Actuator and damper, respectively, at ‘/8 and ‘/16. Sensor at ‘/16.

Table 3
IFFSTAR analysis: values of equivalent stiffness kSMA (force over displacement) for
different forces on the SMA damper (damper is made from two SMA wires connected
in parallel).

Force on a SMA wire (N) kSMA (kN/m) SMA strain (%)

Near 0 (pre-stress) 76 Near 0
550 45 1.2
1000 25 4.5
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case, this frequency change is much lower and a ‘‘continuous
wavelet transform’’ was clearly required.

The IFSTTAR free cable essentially oscillates in the first normal
mode, which corresponds to f = 2.32 Hz. Adding the damper mod-
ifies the stiffness and is expected to change the frequency. The
oscillating frequency fx of a mass on a spring with an elastic con-
stant of kx is given by the following:

fx ¼
1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffi
kx

m

r
ð4Þ

And the equivalent stiffness of the cable with damping (kGLOBAL),
with the cable and the SMA) would be

Kglobal ¼ kcable þ kSMA ð5Þ

The kSMA value was estimated from the SMA damping in the
stress–strain curves (Table 3). As a crude first approximation, hys-
teresis would be neglected; however, the non-linearity is strong
and very different kSMA values might be obtained for different
strains and forces applied to the damper (see Table 3 for the 2 NiTi
Fig. 20. Outline of the damper for cables with two wires of NiTi used in the IFSTTAR meas
(D) fixation for the IFSTTAR cable.
wires used). The observation of the S-shaped hysteresis cycles in
the material shows that the equivalent stiffness in the force/dis-
placement progressively reduces as the transformation advances.
The kSMA values have been obtained using cycle 20 in a sample
with ‘ = 103.8 mm and extrapolated to the damper length used
two parallel wires of ‘⁄ = 1260 mm.

The relative frequency change in the cable with SMA (fGLOBAL)
and alone (fGLOBAL � fSMA) can be written as the following:

fGLOBAL � fSMA

fGLOBAL
¼

1
2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kGLOBAL

m

q
� 1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSMA

m

q
1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kGLOBAL

m

q ¼ 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSMA

kGLOBAL

s
ð6Þ

To evaluate the kcable value, it is thought that only half of the
cable length affects the dynamic actions. The calculated value of
88.6 kN/m yields an fGLOBAL of 3.20 Hz, which indicates a reduced
amplitude. For the larger amplitudes in Table 3, the fGLOBAL

approaches 2.9 Hz. The calculated MWT (with windows of 540
points or 1.8 s) or WFT values shown in Fig. 15B yield similar
results.

This rough model is able to provide an initial indication of the
frequency changes caused by the SMA damper. The primary fre-
quency change relates to the difference between the presence or
absence of the SMA. This change is approximately 1 Hz in the IFST-
TAR measurements. In fact, the primary changes relate to pre-
stressing. Moreover, the use of more appropriate length of SMA
wires reduces the working stress associated to the experimental
deformations. The amplitude evolution with the damping action
remained under 0.5 Hz. The action of pre-stressing was partially
complementary and opposite. Increasing the frequency increases
the damping actions and reduces the life of the damper.
urements. (A) Shortened, (B) wires fixation, (C) near 100 cm length of the SMA wires,



Fig. 21. The hysteretic energy against deformation and frequency. (A) Series of cycles with deformation up to 2.25% at 2 Hz. (B) Parabolic fit to energies against the
deformation. (C) Effect of frequency on cycling. At constant deformation the points fit to one straight line.
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The frequency analysis using FFT for the ELSA cables yielded
values of 1.8 and 2.03 Hz. The signals with enough signal-to-noise
ratios permit the direct determination of each complete oscillation
of the ELSA cable (Fig. 13A). The frequency changes in the simula-
tion were similar to the values observed in the experimental data.
The largest change in the frequency is between the free oscillation
and damped cable (0.25 Hz in ELSA and 0.8 Hz in the IFSTTAR
cable). Minor changes occur with the evolution of the amplitude
via the action of the SMA damper: approximately 0.1 Hz as shown
by the experiments (Fig. 13) and 0.1 Hz by the simulation (for the
ELSA cable) and 0.2 or 0.3 Hz, respectively, for the IFSTTAR cable
shown in Fig. 15B.
5. Application remarks

Global analysis provides some ideas for the application of SMA
dampers (NiTi wires with 2.46 mm diameters). Two actions are re-
quired for the experimental analysis. The first focuses on the length
of the SMA wires. In particular, it is expected that the dampers re-
duce the oscillation amplitude by one half. Considering that x is the
residual amplitude after damping, the required length ‘ of the SMA
wires was as follows:

0:010l ¼ xðNiTiÞ ð7Þ

Eq. (7) establishes the appropriate SMA length to ensure an ex-
tended fracture life: the SMA strains remain under 1%. For instance,
at this length, the fracture life is over 4.5 million working cycles for
strains under 1.0%. The SMA studies clearly indicate the alloys be-
have nonlinearly. The use of several SMA wires is possible; how-
ever, when the thermal coupling between them is avoided. For
instance, a squirrel cage could be built with the wires.

SMA dampers are built using one or more wires with the same
diameter. The measurements made here indicate that the force
generated by the SMA is a small percentage of the total forces ex-
erted on the cable. From a practical point of view, the primary
oscillation frequency of the cables studied was similar. In fact, both
the ELSA and IFSTTAR cables, as well as the thinner wire studied in
the Dept. of Structural Mechanics in Pavia (Italy), produced similar
frequencies of approximately 2–7 Hz. Roughly analogous oscilla-
tion amplitudes were studied during these observations (between
5 mm and 6 cm). Under these conditions, the inertial force of the
cable, which should be damped, was proportional to the cable’s
mass. The mass ratio between Nantes and ELSA versus Pavia was
close to 1000. The experiments obtained appropriate results uses
a single SMA wire with a diameter of 2.46 mm at ELSA (the mean
SMA force is close to 1.5 kN), two wires (3 kN) at IFSTAR and one
wire with a diameter of 0.1 mm (mean force close to 2 N) in Pavia.
The experimental analysis indicated an initial approach for pre-
paring an SMA damper for another cable with N wires and a
2.46 mm diameter requires the following:

(a) Evaluate the mass of the oscillating cable.
(b) Establish the mass ratio relative to the steel mass in the ELSA

cable. This ratio establishes the force ratio for the SMA wire
relative to the ELSA damper wire.

This initial approach establishes that the force in the SMA is
‘‘proportional’’ to the number of SMA wires (Nwire) times their cross
section, Nwirepr2. The general ratios using the same diameter of the
SMA wires read as follows:

Mass ratio ¼ mnew cable

mELSA cable
¼ force ratioSMA

¼ forceSMA in the new cable

forceSMA in the ELSA cable

¼ ððNwiresÞ � p � r2ÞSMA in the new cable

ðp � r2ÞSMA in ELSA cable
¼ Nwires ð8Þ

The N value roughly approximates the number of required
wires without thermal coupling. In general, a squirrel cage
distribution seems reasonable. Fig. 20 shows the available distance
is even higher, i.e., approximately 100 mm between the SMA
wires.

As the hysteretic behavior was affected by the external temper-
ature based on the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, the maximum
and minimum external temperatures were very relevant to the
behavior of the SMA in the open air space as describes the part
2.3.2. Materials with flat (rectangular) cycles were not deemed
appropriate without a more detailed analysis. An outline of the
damper is shown in Fig. 20. Its structure focused on two SMA wires
(with different diameters) and the SMA length. The shortened
device (A) was used to induce a minor initial stress in the SMA
wires. A trained wire was used both with and without pre-stress-
ing for the tests performed on cable number 1 at ELSA. Some ana-
lyzes associated with pre-stressing effects were conducted during
the IFSTTAR measurements. The wire-induced forces on the cable
were between zero and 1500 N according to the imposed strain.
Forces approaching or under 1 kN had higher fracture lives. Clamps
can be fixated to the bottom surface and the cable. Each wire can
independently avoid compression, sliding in fixations B and D as
shown in Fig. 20. Mounting the SMA dampers requires preparing
the appropriate number of wires required for the force of the dam-
per with a length that ensures the appropriate fracture-life (maxi-
mum strain of approximately 1%). In our case, the maximum
strain-induced forces for one wire not overcomes 1.5 kN/wire for
each NiTi wire of 2.46 mm of diameter.
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For the practical numerical analysis, the particular frequencies
affecting the damper (and their amplitudes) require adapted
measurements for the cable frequencies, which permit a satisfac-
tory evaluation of the dissipated energies versus the amplitude
and frequency. Using cycles at 0.01 Hz only induce a rough re-
sult. Fig. 21 shows series of experimental measurements against
the strain and the frequency. The measurements permits an
appropriate representation using a parabolic fit for strains under
2.5%. Moreover, one straight line was useful for the decrease of
the hysteretic energy against the frequency between 1 and
18 Hz.
6. Conclusions

An in-depth study of the SMA properties is relevant for damping
applications. In particular, the study of changes associated with
creep effects and with the fracture level. NiTi dampers might re-
duce the oscillation amplitude to one-half or less for damped stay
cables. Their fracture life (at strain levels near 1%) is satisfactory for
several days of continuous cycling of the cables studied.

The study of the damper behavior at temperatures between
50 �C and�20 �C using SMA trained wires with S-shaped hysteretic
behavior was clearly advantageous for their application in bridges
that work continuously in both summer and winter.

Accurate numeric analysis requires measurements at reduced
strain (i.e., up to 2.5%) and the basic frequency of the cable. More-
over, dependence on the frequency is convenient. Measurements
realized at constant strain, at several frequencies, permits to deter-
mine quantitatively the dependence of energies against strain and
frequency.

FEA simulations require a good phenomenological model. The
‘‘cubic’’ model provides improved results at lower strains (i.e.,
0.7–1.5%). These simulations are coherent with the experimental
results for the studied SMA damped cables in ELSA and IFSTTAR
facilities.

The pre-stressing of the SMA induces changes in the first har-
monic of approximately 1 Hz. The reduction of the oscillation
amplitude by the SMA induces less than 0.5 Hz. A study of the local
frequency evolution versus time has been conducted by directly
evaluating the signals using windowed Fourier transform and by
Morlet wavelet transform. The results are similar; however, the di-
rect evaluation of these signals versus time, while very interesting,
is quite sensitive to the signal-to-noise ratio.

The main frequency change between the free and SMA damped
cables is associated with the pre-stressing of the SMA. The global
frequency of the device (cable and SMA) was associated to the
additional stiffness of the cable and SMA (kGLOBAL = kcable + kSMA).
Subsequent frequency reductions versus time were associated
with the minor changes induced by the evolution of the oscillation
amplitude. The SMA cycles with the associated displacement of the
working point induce a time evolution of the kSMA. The minor fre-
quency increase at reduced oscillation amplitudes relates the pro-
gressive change of the SMA stiffness with the progressive strain
reduction.
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